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Practice Sheet 1 
 

1.  Explain how the decision tree model is used to prove a lower bound on sorting by 
comparisons for the case of n=3. 
 
2. (a) Solve the following recurrence using the iteration method (recursion tree 
method) and give an asymptotic running time. 

T(1) = 1 

T(n) = T(n-1) + n, for n ≥ 2 

    (b) Use the Master Theorem to solve the recurrence T(n) = 27T(n/3) + n2. 

3. (a) Show that 4 3 1 423 7 11 ( )5n n n n+ + + = Θ  

    (b) Mark the correct answer by choosing one of the two boxes 

 

4. Explain how the divide-and-conquer paradigm works. Closely following this 
paradigm, give an intuitive description of the merge sort algorithm, stating the worst 
case time complexity for each step. Prove that the worst case time complexity for 
merge-sort is O(nlogn). 

       5. What is a heap? State the heap property. Given an array A, write down the 
pseudocode for the procedure BUILD-HEAP(A).  

 Apply this procedure with input A = [9  7  8  2  3  11  5  3  10  12]. 

Explain how HEAP-SORT works. 

 
 
 

 
6. Explain QuickSort algorithm giving its pseudocode.  
 
    Run its procedure PARTITION(A, 1, 8) with input the array A below.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
 
7. Write an algorithm for multiplying two square matrices of size n and analyze its 

asymptotic complexity. 
 
 
8. Write an algorithm for converting a positive integer n from decimal to binary and 

analyze its asymptotic complexity. 

9. Consider the following code which returns the min element of an array of n 
elements A[1 .. n]: 

 

  

 

 

   (a) what is the maximum number of comparisons made by this code? 

   (b) what is the minimum number of comparisons made by this code? 

   (c) what is the asymptotic running time of this algorithm? 

   (d) can this asymptotic running time be improved by using a different algorithm 
(you may NOT make assumptions about the input, and so you must stick to 
making comparisons). 

10. What is the worst case time complexity of the following algorithm with input a 
positive integer n.? 

 

 

  

 A = 21 24 28 31 19 12 35 25 

MINIMUM(A) 

1. min ← A[1] 
2. for i ← 2 to n do 
3.    if A[i] < min then 
4.        min ← A[i] 
5. return min 
 

 


